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Introduction 
During the last decade the annual loss due to corn rot 
diseases has been so great that much attention has been given 
this problem. These diseases. according to several authori­
ties are caused by certain fungi and bacteria which live par­
asitically upon the corn plant and are known as root, stalk 
and ear rots. Several species are found on the seed and start 
growth as soon as the seed germinates. These same species are 
found living in the soil. When these organisms are found to 
be prevalent on the seed and in the soil all stages of growth 
in the corn plant are usually attacked. These rot diseases 
are not confined to one locality but are common throughout the 
entire corn belt. 
Recently a new theory has been advanced which suggests 
that these rots are not caused by organisms but are in part 
due to soluble iron and aluminum compounds in the soil which 
have been taken up into the lower nodes of the corn plants and 
that the infection is secondary. This has been noted when lime 
and phos9horus have been deficient in the soil. It is believed 
that when these toxic salts of iron and aluminum are taken up 
in large quantities the lower nodes have discolorations. some­
times with lesions, and the vascular bundles are plugged thus 
stopping the nutrition of those particular nodes and giving a 




It is generally accepted that corn niseases hav� done 
"' 
considerable dam.age to the corn crops since �911. Hoffer and 
Holbert (8) report that in the principal corn growing sections 
the losses resulting from corn diseases range from traces to 
25 percent or more. 
Valleau (12) reports that corn plants examined in fields 
about Lexington, Kentucky have been found t10 be infected wj,:th 
root and stalk rots to the extent of nearly 100 percent. 
Panmel, King and Seal (11) estimate the loss due to dis-
ease from 5 to 50 percent, .while still other authorities report 
from 5 to 50 perce�t or more. 
Some of the most important rot producing organisms are 
known as Bacteria dissolvens, Aplanobacter stewarti, Gibber-
ella sa.ubinetti, Aspergillis niger, Aspergillis flavas, 
?uccinia sorghi, Fusarium moniliforme, Cephalosporium sacohari, 
diplodea zeae and S:phacelothe.aa reilia.ns. 
Holbert, Burlison, Koehler, Woodworth, and Dungan (7) 
seem to agree that the corn, root, stalk and ear rots are a 
group of diseases affecting the corn crop and are not caused 
by any single organism but by several. 
Mann and Adeuns (9) state 11that it has only been within 
the last five years that pathologists have begun to associate 
the ear and kernel rot fungi with seedling wilt, root rot and 
stalk diseases of corn. 11 
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Hoffer and Carr (6) found that when Iron and Aluminum 
compounds were injected into corn plants in injµrious concen­
trations, the plants became fired and the nodes often destroy­
ed. On analyzing healthy and diseased stalks the diseased 
ones had a much larger percentage. of Aluminum. 
Arndt (1) reports that when·Iron and Aluminum salts were 
present in injurious amounts dark discolorations on the lower 
nodes of the corn :plants were apparent and that Aluminum salts 
concentrated in the same places but alone did not produce this 
discoloration. 
Hoffer an� Carr. (6) found that stalks with these brown 
discolorations vvhich showed sympto�e. of malnutrition and, rot 
diseases contained large accumulations of Iron in the lo'i',er 
nodes. Th;is they think is also associated with the dying of 
the lower leaves. They also found that in discolored stalks 
showing.malnutrition symptoms the injured stalks would not 
" '' . � . . ,. 
conduct a solution of methylene blue in water through the vas-.. .' _.. 
cular bundles, while in the healthy plants practically all 
vascular bundles functioned. 
Hartwell and Pember (4) make the following statements 
r•Equivalent amounts of' aluminum sulphate and sulphuric acid 
' ,, . 
when added to an optimum nutrient soluti�n produced a�out the 
same depression on the growth of barley, although the sulphur-
ic acid caused a similar depression. on the rye,. the aluminu.vn 
salts caused very little depression and scarcely affected the • 
rye roots. The nutrient solution when it contained the acid 
was found to have four times the concentration of Hydrogen 
3 
. . 
ions e,s ,rhen it contained aluminum sulphate. Therefore the 
toxic effect of the latter on the barley is attributable 
largely to the" alun1inum. t1 
Some of the most striking symptoms associated with the 
corn rot diseases are short nlants, broken shanJ.i;s, discolora-
, 
tions on the lower nodes, unusual color of les,ves, small root 
system, barrenness, immature ears, firing and blighting and. 
· delayed pollination and silking. 
The recent theory advanced in· which �the root rots of 
corn are probably related to the accumu.1S:tion. df iron and alum· 
inum compounds in the vascular bundles of the lower ·nodes is · 
ye_t in the exp:erimental stage. A great deal more work is nec-
essary before any def'ini te concliu:1ions can be drawn. 
Hoffer.and Carr (6) report that certain bacteria. and fungi 
are quite common in corn fields and are usually found in the 
rotted tissues 'of corn plants. They a.ssooiate brown and brown­
ish purple discolorations with these diseased'pla.nts. The in­
jury seems to be ·influenced by certain soil conditions which 
are associated with deficiencies in lime and available phos·-
phorus. 
J 
Burgess (2) reports the following · 11 The yields of corn 
-, 
were less in a.11 cases when grown after mangels than following 
corn. This was especially notable where either phosphorus or 
potassium had b�en omitted-in the fertilization. or where lime 
had been withheld.: There was a tendency for the corn plants 
following'ma.ngels to absorb larger· percentages of the acidic 
constituents·and of iron and aluminum than those following 
4 
corn, where calcium and magnesium were usually higher, potas­
sium absorption was greater following mangels. 11 T'.aey also 
found that the active aluminum was decreased even when treated 
co 1' 
with acid :phosphate. Their results s-eem to indicate that when 
lime and phosphorus were added the active aluminum was precip-
itated and rendered inactive and the beneficial effect of this 
treatment may be ascribed to the removal of these apparently 
·toxic salts as ,,rell as to their influence as a plant food. 
Carr and Brewer (3) also point out the fact that iron, 
aluminum and manganese are related to soil toxicity. 
Merisol (10) thinks that aluminum is the determining fac-
tor in soil acidity, especially in the soils he has examined, 
and that when applying calcium carbonate and acid phosphate 
the aluminum is rendered insoluble as calciur.a alurninate and' 
alur.r1inum. phosphate. 
It appears that several authorities have arrived at the 
conclusion that iron, aluminum and manganese are toxic salts 
found in the s oil and. that they are also toxic when injected 
into or ta.ken up by certain plants. But whether these toxic 
salts when taken into plants in injurious a.mounts are direct 
causes of these rots is not ·yet definitely known. 
The data thus far available on the various ash constitu-
ents of corn plants are based either upon qualitative examina­
tion or analysis of tatal plants and as such do not show the 
distribution of the salts in the various nodes and internodes 
of the corn plant. 
From the foregoing observations it would seem apparent 
that the soluble iron and aluminum compounds are associated 
with acid soils and theoretically these salts ... would not be 
present in sufficient amounts to be toxic to plants in soils 
which have a Hydrogen-ion concentration �_elo."l; Ph. 5. 7. VJhile 
we do not know the Ph .. value of the soil in the plat from which 
our plants were selected, we do know that the soil in the field 
of which this plat is a part requires only 60 pounds of lime­
stone per acre according to the Hopkins method. Even though 
our soils require this relatively small amount of lime we were 
successful in selecting plants which were ap-parently affected 
with these rot diseases for this experiment. We have also not­
ed that corn growing on our LaMoure Series which is alkaline 
in reaction showed characters similar to these typical rot 
diseases. This would seem to contradict the theory that these 
rot diseases are always associated with highly acid soils 
which are due to the toxic compounds of iron and aluminum. 
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Methods Used in Determining the Various Elements in Corn Stalks. 
The stalks were first sectioned into the several nodes and in­
ternodes on a definite basis and nlunbered accordingly. The 
nodes and internodes from each stalk were then placed separ­
ately into small beakers which were transferred to an electric 
oven and heated for 24 hours at 106 degrees Centigrade after 
which they were placed in a dessicator for two.hours and 
weighed. This gave nodes and internodes on a water free basis. 
The nodes and internodes were next ashed in an electric fur­
nace in platinura crucibles, cooled in a dessicator and weighed 
for total ash. The ash was transferred to 50cc beakers by 
washing out with hot water. The ash was taken up with lOcc of 
hot dilute hydrochloric acid, dehydrated on a steam bath over 
night and taken up again with 3cc of concentrated hydrochloric 
acid and digested on a steam bath for one hour. Contents were 
then diluted with hot water and filtered into ashless filter 
paper. The silica was wal:l.hed free from chlorides with hot wa­
ter, and burned and weighed. This gave the silica content in 
nodes and internodes. (The silica was determined on several 
samples by treating with hydrofluoric acid and found to check 
with total insoluble residue in hydrochloric acid.) The fil­
trate containing all other elements was kept and is known as 
filtrate No. l, 
After concentrating filtrate No:. l to about 30cc, ammonium 
hydroxide was added using tee in excess, again boiling for two 
or three minutes. This precipitate contained iron, alt:u11inum 
7 
and phosphorus. These were filtered into close textured filter 
paper and washed free from chlorides with hot water. This fil­
trate contained manganese, calcium and potassium and is known 
as filtrate No. 2. The iron, aluminum and phosphorus precip­
itate was dissolved into 250cc flasks 'by using one half 
strength nitric acid and was then washed through with 10000 of 
hot water. This solution was heated to 60 degrees Centigrade 
for one hour after which 20cc of molybdate solution and six 
grams of ammoniura nitrate were added. After the phosphorus 
was precipitated it was filtered into a close textured filter 
paper and washed six times with acid a.mmoni'W.1 nitrate solution, 
six times with neutral ammonium nitrate solution and finally 
with cold water until free from acid. This filtrate contained 
iron and aluminum and is known as filtrate No. 3. To the phos­
phorus precipitate lOoc of N/10 potassium hydroxide solution 
and three drops of phenolphthalein were added after which it 
was pulped and then titrated against N/20 nitric acid solution. 
This gave the amount of phosphorus present. 
Filtrate No. 3 containing iron and aluminum was concen­
trated to about 40cc and ammonium hydroxide was added tee in 
excess after which it was boiled for three minutes. It was 
then filtered into ashless filter paper and washed free from 
chloriaes with hot water. The contents were burned in an 
electric furnace, cooled in a dessicator and weighed, giving 
the iron and aluminum present. 11:he ash was then taken up with 
3cc of hot concentrated hydrochloric acid, washed out from 
crucibles with hot water after which lOcc of concentrated sul-
8 
phuric acid were added. It was then placed on an electr-ic hot 
plate until all chlorides were expelled. 20cc of water were 
added, together with a small amount of zinc and boiled until 
the reduction of iron took place. 1'he solution was then di­
luted and titrated hot against N/20 potassium permanganate so­
lution giving total iron present. The alillllinum weight was ob­
tained by substracting the iron from the total weight of iron 
and aluminum. 
To filtrate No. 2 containing manganese, calcium and po­
tassium, bromine water was added until a reddish brown color 
appeared. This was cleared up with a few drops of ammonium 
hydroxide and then boiled, after which it was cooled and the 
same was again repeated. After the solution cooled a few drops 
of glacial acetic acid were added. The precipitate was then 
filtered into ashless filterpaper, burned and weighed, which 
gave manganese present. The filtrate containing calcium and 
:potasp ium is knovm as f il tra te no. 4. 
Filtrate No. 4 was concentrated to 15cc after which it 
was macle alkaline to litmus and lOcc of ammonium oxalate were 
acl.decl.. This was placed on a steam bath for one hour and cov­
ered with a watch glass. It was filtered into close textured 
filter paper and washed free from chlorides with hot water 
giving filtrate No, 5 wl ich conta.j_ned potassium. The precip­
itate of calcium was washed through the filter paper with hot 
dilute sulphuric acid after which lOOcc of hot ·water were used. 
in order to obtain all calcium from the filter paper. This 
dilute solution was then titrated hot against an N/20 potas­
situn :permanganate solution giving the calcium present. 
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Filtrate No. 5 was freed from ammonia salts and then ta.ken 
up with water after which lice of platanic chloride were added. 
This solution was placed on a steam bath until it was of a 
syrupy consistency. 50cc of 80 percent ethyl alcohol were 
added, the beakers were covered with watch glasses and left 
for one half hour. Then the contents were filtered into close 
textured filter :paper and washed si.x times with 80 percent 
ethyl alcohol, then six times with ammonium chloride solution, 
after which they were washed free from chlorides with 95 per­
cent ethyl alcohol. i'he precipitate was then dried in its 
filter paper, washed through with hot water in 25cc beakers 
and dehydrated on a steam bath after which it 1/las placed in 
an--oven for 12 hours at 106 degrees Centigrade, cooled in a 
dessicator and weighed, giving potassium platanio chloride. 
The potassiu.� was calculated from the potassium platanic chlor­
ide. 
(Note) This entire process.was carried through separately 
for each of the several nodes and internodes of every corn 
plant. 
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History of Selected Corn Plants 
Tae Agronomy Department under the immediate direction 
of Dr. A. N. Hume » has done considerable work on various corn 
diseases the last few years. Consequently we were very for­
tunate in securing typical corn plants whose life histories 
are known, for this experiment. 
The plat where theae plants were selected was used by 
the Animal Husbandry Department previous to 1923 as a hog 
pasture. In 1923 the Agronomy Department used this plat for 
potatoes. In 1924 it was used as a diseased corn plat a._�d 
from this :plat these typical normal and abnormal plants were 
selected. These ple.nts were selected on September 21, 1924 
when green and when the ears were in the dough stage. (For 
detailed history see App.) 
The Object of this Experiment 
Two groups of plants were selected, the first known as 
normal or disease free which were selected for similar 
characters and used as controls, and the second known as ab­
normal or diseased, consisting of eleven duplicate sets, each 
set having similar characters. These typical plants were 
sectioned into nodes and internodes after which a che�ic�l 
analysis was n1ade. The object of this experiment was to de­
termine the distribution of the various elements in the several 
nodes and internodes of norr.oal and diseased corn plants and to 
ascertain whether these diseases or rots are in any way associ­
ated with the accumulation and distribution of any element or 
elements. 
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General Characteristics of Plants Selected. 
Stalk No. 1. R 8 - H 13 --- Normal, 
Vigorous, green, dense foliage, ear on node ?, unmature 
ears on nodes 5 and 6 and whole plant apparently healthy in 
eirery 1ivay. 
Stalk No. lA. R 8 • H 11 --- Normal, 
Vigorous, green, dense foliage, ear attached to node 8 1 
immature ears on nodes 5, 6 and 7, and whole plant apparently 
healthy in every way. 
Stalk No. lB. R 8 - H 21 --- Normal. 
Vigorous, green, dense foliage, ear attached to node 5, 
immature ear on node 6, and whole plant apparently healthy in 
every way. 
Stalk No. 2. R 8 - H 5 --- Abnormal {Dry Rot) 
Stalk appeared to be diseased, dry rot very pronounced 
on node 5, all lower nodes affected with rot, ear attached to 
node 7, and immature ears on nodes 5 and 6. 
Stalk No. 2A. R 8 - H 16 --- Abnormal (Dry Rot) 
Stalk appeared to have dry rot infection on nodes l to 
5 inclusive, ear attached to node 5 and immature ears,on nodes 
3 and 4. 
Stalk No. 3. R? - H 35 --- Abnormal {Plant Leaning) 
Plant appeared weak, with scant foliage, node 5 affected 
with dry rot, internodes l and 2 hollow, plant leaning due to 
nodes 5 to 8 inclusive being curved, ear with long shank on 
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node 7, and immature ears on nodes 5 and 6. 
Stalk No. 3A. R "I - H 15 --- Abnormal (Plant Leaning) 
Plant appeared to be weak, had small root system, nodes 
4, 5 and 6 affected ,vi th dry rot, plant leaning due to nodes 
5, 6 and 7 being curved, ear attached to node 7 and immature 
ears to nodes 5 and 6. 
Stalk No. 4. R 13 - H 38 --- Abnormal (Rolled Top) 
Foliage dense, top of plant rolled, ear on node 7, nodes 
4, 5 and 6 had immature ears and nodes 6 to 9 inclusive were 
curved. 
Stalk No. 4A. R 13,- H 21 --- Abnormal (Rolled Top) 
Foliage dense, top of plant rolled, ear with long shank 
attached to node 6 and ·umnature ears attached to nodes 2 to 5 
inclusi-ve. 
Stalk No. 5. R 97 - H 26 --- Abnormal (Broken '1'0:9) 
Foliage dense, node 12 diseased and broken showing brown 
rot, ira�ature ears on nodes 6 and 7 and ear attached to node 8. 
Stalk No. 5A. R 97 - H 31 --- Abnonnal (Broken Top) 
Foliage average > top broken off at node 12 and affected 
with dry rot, ear attached to node 7, immature ears on nodes 
4, 5 and 6, and internode 1 hollow ancl affected with dry i�ot. 
Stalk No. 6. R 121 - H 28 --� Abnormal (Leaning Top) 
Foliage average, top leaning due to curved nodes 2, 6, 7, 
8, 9 and 10, internode 1 hollow a.nd affected 1llfi th dry rot, ear 
on node 7 and imrnature ears on nodes 4, 5 and 6. 
Stalk No. 6A. R 121 - H 35 --- Abnormal (Leaning Top) 
Plant appeared weak, foliage scant and diseased, top 
1 !l 
' . 
leaning due to curved nodes 6 to 9 inclusive� ear with long 
shank attached to node 5 and immature ears on nodes 2 to 5 in-
elusive. 
Stalk No. 7. R 112 • H 41 Abnormal (Crinkled Leaves) 
Leaves all crinkled, internode 1 hollow and affected with 
dry rot, ear attached to node 8 and i1nmature ears on nodes 2, 
5, 6 and 7. 
Stalk No. 7A. R 112 - H 42 Abnormal (Crinkled Leaves) 
Leaves all :crinkled, internode� .. 1· and 2.hollow and af­
fected with dry rot, ear with long shank attached to node 8, 
immature ears on nodes 5� 6 �nd 7 and foliage dense. 
" . 
Stalk No. 8. R 117 - H 6 -�- Abnormal (Stalk Smutty and Barren) 
Stall<: barren v,i th scant foliage, appeared very ,veak, in­
ternode l hollow and. affected 11ith dry rot,· imr.aature ears on 
nodes 6 and 8 ancl. smut on nodes 1 to 7 inoJ.usive. 
Stalk lifo. BA. 
ren) 
. . 
R 117 - H 29 --- Abnormal ·(stalk Smutty and Bar-
Stalk barren with scant foliage, appeared very weak, 
nodes l to 3 inclusive affected with dry rot, immature ears on 
nodes 2, 5, 6 and 7 and smut on nodes 2, 4, 5 and. 6. 
Stalk No. 9. R 98 - H 31. --- Abnormal (Smut··on Second Node) 
Foliage dense, second node smutty,· internode hollow and 
affected with dry rot, ear attached.to node 6 and immature 
, ' 
ears on nodes 3 to 5 inclusive. 
Stalk No. 9A. R.98 .. H 34 -�- Abnormal (Smut on·Second Node) 
Second node smutty, ear with long shank attached to node 
8, immature ears on nodes 4 to 7 inclusive and internode 1 
15 
hollow and affected with q.ry rot .. 
stalk Uo. 10. R 87  .. H 23 --- Abnormal (Rust on Leaves and 
Stalk) 
Foliage dense i leaves and stalk affected with rust, ear 
with long shank attached to node 6 and immature ears on nodes 
2, 3, 4, 5·, and 6. 
Stalk llTo. lOA. R 8? - H 24 
Stalk). 
Abnormal (Rust: on Lea;res �nd 
Foliage densei. stalk badly affected with rust,' ear attached 
to node. 7, and. irnro.ature ears on nodes 3 and 5. 
Stalk No. 11.. R 77 - H 3 7,, -... - Abnormal . (Barren) 
Barren, appeared weak.with scant foliage, lower nodes 
and internodes badly discolored.and .affected with dry rot, 
nodes.4 to 7 inclusive curved and immature ears attached to 
nodes 4, 6 and 6. 
Stalk :t:ro.··11.A •. : R 90.-·H-32·--- Abnormal (Barren) 
Foliage scant with lower nodes badly discolored and af­
fected with dry rot, nodes 4, 6 and 6 curved and innnature ears 
attached to nodes 3 and 4. · 
Stalk Mo. ··. 12. R 6 7  - H 35. --- Abnormal (Shank Broken) 
Ear attached to node 4, shank broken, broken shank appear­
ed. to be affected with dry rot, node 4 affected with d:ry rot 
and immature ea.rs attached to .nodes'2 and 3. 
Stall< No. 12A. 'R 6 7. - H 35 --- Abnormal (Shank Broken) 
Ear attached to node 4, shank broken and affected with 
dry rot, imraature ears on nodes 1 and 2 and node 4 affected. 
\iV'i th· dry rot. 
(Note) R indicates row and H hill fr:om which plants were selected 
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tiistribution of Elements on a Percentage Basis in the Several 
Nodes and Internodes of Normal and Abnormal Corn Plants. 
ASH DISTRIBUTION 
The average percentage of ash is relatively higher in ab· 
normal plants t�an in normals. The average percentage was 
found to be higher in all nodes excepting 9, ll and 12 and all 
internodes in abnormals. The average percentage was found to 
be greater in the upper nodes in both normals and abnormals. 
It was. higher in the upper .. internodes in. normal plan ts, . and 
lower in the upper internode� in abnorma� plants. 
SILICA DISTRIBUTION 
�Ae average percentage of ,silica was higher in the nodes 
in nornial plants and higher in the internodes in abnormals. 
The average percentage was greater in all node� �xcepting 3, 
7, 9 and 10 and all internodes excepting 7 a..�d 10 in normal 
" ' . � ' 
plants. The average percentage was also higher in the upper 
nodes and internodes in both :n9rmal a.nd abnormal plants. 
PHOSPHORUS DISTRIBUTION 
The average percentage of phosphorus was higher in normal 
plants than in the abnormal plants. The average percentage 
was higher in all nodes excepting l, 2, 4 and 5 and all inter-
nodes of both normal and abnormal plants. 
IRON DISTRIBUTION 
The average percentage of iron was higher in the abnorrnal 
plants than in the norraals. In nodes 9 and 10 the average 
percentage was higher in the normal plants. The average per­
centage ,vaa also higher in the upper nodes and internodes in 
17 
both no1�l. and abnormal plants � 
ALill!IlNU"� DISTRIEUTION 
'Xhe avel"age :pe!j)en:tage of alumintun was higher in abnormal 
plants than in tlte normals .. Node 12 a.nd internodes 8 ,  10 , ll 
and 12 were higher in tli.e normal planta . Th.e a;-,1$ra,ge pero.ent ... 
norm.al plantu ., higher in the internodef3 in the normals and 
highe:r: in the 1owe1.• t:nte1tnode in tlle abnormals • .  
l!Ji..NGJur.ESE DISTRIBUTION 
Only a t)?a.oe o� manganeJ;;H:) wae f onnd in these plan ta and 
it was ao small that it coul.d not Q�pute.d � 
(;ALOlIDS: DlS'I'RI:BUT ION 
'l"l..1e average. pe�oentage of' oa.lr:itun v1as higher in the nor ... 
mal plants than in the abnol'I!lals , Only nodes 3 ., 4 ,  and 6 and 
internode;1 2 to 7 inclus ive 111ere higt1er in the abno:rmals .  The 
average perl.)entage was higher in the uppe� nodes tn bQth nor­
mal, and abno�lllt4.1 plants . It, waa highe2 in the upper internodes 
.in the norm$.l@ and higher ;i.n the- lowe:r inte:rnodes in the abnor ... 
(Note ) See Appendix pages . 29. 58 
POTASSim�r D ISTRIBUT ION 
The average percentage of potassium was higher in abnor­
mal plants than in the normals . Nodes 4 and 6 and internodes 
7 and 10 , were higher in the normals .  The average percentage 
was higher in the upp er nodes in the abnormals and in the l ow­
er nodes in normals . It was higher in the upper internodes i n  
both normals and abnorr.aals. 
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Discussion 
The average percentage of ash ( Table No . 26) in plants 
analyzed was found to be higher in the abnormal plants than in 
the normal plants. The average percentage of ash in  the nodes 
of normal plants was 5 .66  percent as compared with 6 . 50  per­
cent in the abnormals showing a difference of 24 percent. 
The average percentage of ash in the internodes of normal 
plants was 3. 36 percent as compared with 4 . 72 percent in the 
abnormals showing a difference of 1. 36 percent . 'I'he average 
percentage of ash in abnormal plants was 1 .12 percent greater 
than in the lower nodes and internodes . The high percentage 
of ash in abnormal plants is correlated with a higher alumintun, 
iron and potassium content . 
The average percentage of sil ica ( Table No. 26 page 54 ) 
in the nodes of normal plants was . 785  percent as compared with 
. 459 percent in the abnormals showing a difference of � per­
cent , while in the internodes the average percentage was . 492 
percent in the normals as compared with . 611 percent in the 
abnormals showing a difference of , 119 percent . The average 
percentage of silica in normal plants was �.J..03' percent greater 
than in the abnormals. 11his difference was. greater in the 
upper nodes and internodes. 
Tne average percentage of phosphorus { Table No . 27 page 55) 
in the nodes of normal plants was . 211 percent as compared with 
. 1 '7 7  percent in the abnormal plants showing a difference of 
. 0 34 percent . 11he average percentage of phosphorus in the 
internodes in the normal :plants 1iiras . 089  percent as compared 
with . 082 percent in the abnormals showing a difference of 
20 
. 00'7 percent . The average percentage of phosphorus . in the 
normal plants was . 020 percent greater than in the abnormals . 
This difference was greater in the upper nodes and internodes 
The average percentage of iron . ( Table Mo . 27 page 55 ) in 
the nodes of  nor-.mal plants was . 173 percent as compared with 
. 208 percent in the abnormals showing a differe_nce of • 035 
percent . The average p ercentage of iron in the internodes of 
the normal plan ts was .. 025 .. p ercen_·t; as compared w.i th • 055 per­
cent in the abnormals snowing a difference of . 030_ percent . 
The average  :percentage of i ron in the abnormal planter was • 032 
percent  greater than in the normals .  .l"here are ho indi cations 
of large ac cumulations of iron in @he lower nodes and inter-
nodes of abnormal plants . The distributi on was found to be . 
higher in · the u:pper nodes. and internodes in both · n orma.1 and 
abnormal plants . 
The average percent�,ge of aluminum .. ( Table  No . 28 page 56 ) 
in the nodes of normal plants was . 510  percent as c ompared with 
. 512 percent in the abnormals showing a difference of . 202 
percent . The average percentage of aluminmn in the internode s  
o f  norraal plants was . 159 percent as compared wi th . 166 p er­
cent in the a.bnor-mals showing a. differenc e of • 007· percent . 
The average  percentage of aluminum. in abnormal plants ,was 110:4 
percent greater than in the normals . These  accumulations were 
much higher in the middle nodes , while  in the internode s they 
were greater in the upper part . 
The average percentage of calcium ( Table No . 28 page 56) 
in the nodes of normal plants was . 246 percent as compared with 
. 178 percent in the abnormals showing a. difference of . 068 
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percent. The .average percentage of calciura in the internodes 
of the normal plants was . 049 as compared with . 044 percent in 
the abno�mals showing a difference of . 00 5  percent . The aver­
age percentage of calcium in the normal plants was $.@Jd per­
cent greater than in the abnormals . The a.verag� percentage 
of calcium was higher in both normal and abnormal plants in 
both nodes and internodes . 
The average percenta.ge of potassium (Table Mo. 29 page 57 ) 
in the nodes of normal plants was . 702 percent as compared with 
1 . 255 percent . in the abnormal plants showing a difference of 
. 55_i percent .. The average percentage in the internodes of 
e.bno�l plants was . 357 p ercent as compared :with .662  percen� 
in the normals showing a difference of . 205 percent . The av­
erage percentage of po tassium in abnormal plants was . 379 per-
. cent greater than in the ·normals . These accumulations were 
higher in the upper nodes and internodes . 
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The ?erc ent 9,e;e of I ncreas e  or Dec reae e  of the Vo.r i ous Element s 
in  the Nodee and Int ernodes o n  Bas i e  of Amo\mt f ound in 
Normal Corn Plant s� 
(Wat e r  f ree Bas is )  
I n  the a.sh p ercent ae; e  c ont ent of normal and abnormal 
' . "' .. � .  ' .. 
c orn n1 e,nt f!I there i s an in cr � aa e of 14'11 8 p er c ent i n  the noa.es ,.;.;._ 
� --� 
. 
·-'t " ·. 
·- . , . � 
and 40 * 4  p e r c ent in the _ int ernodes o n , b as is . of the amount 
f ound. i'n normal pl�.nt s\1) 
In the e i l ic a  perc ent age  c o nt eY1t of norma,l and abnorma.1 
p l ant s there i s  @, �ecre@.s e of lll'".5 p er c e nt i n  the n od e s  and. 
�.n increo.l!l e of .  24,., 1 p erc ent in t:he int ernoder"I  on bas i :,  of the 
amount found in normal plant s� 
In the jho5phorus perc ent ase c ont ent of normal and 
abnormal pu. ant s the re  is a d e c r e a.s.� of 16'11 1 perc ent in the 
nodes and 241' 1 p e r c ent in .the int ernodes on · b.i.s is of the a..mount 
found in normal pl �nt e� 
In the iron perc ent ag� c ont ent of  normal @nd abnormal 
p l ant s there ie an . incr eas e of 20 o 2  p e r c e nt · in the node � and 
1 2011perc ent i n  the i nt erno cl. e s  on ba.s i s  of the araount f ound 
I n  the .1.lv.m i num :p erc ent a�e c ont erit o f  norm.;.l r.md abnormal 
pl ant s there i s  an increas e of 27,. 6 perc ent in the no'des  and 
4� 4 percent in the int e rhodes on bas i s  of the a.mount f ound in 
In  the ca.l c ium percent ae;e c ont ent there is a decreei,e e of 
27. 6  p erc ent in the node e and 10. 2 p er c ent in the int ernodee on 
bal3 i s  of the amount f ound. in norme.l plant s .Ii) 
I n  the p o t as s ium c ontent ther e i s  an increas e of 77,. 3 
p e r c ent in the nodes  and 54 � 6 per c e nt in the :i. :"'.lt  e"!:nod.es -9 o--,,....__ 
� ,/}.,.... � � ...:....  � �  / 
Heritable Characters in Corn 
.Authorities have recently pointed out that abnormal char­
acters are heritable in c orn . Among the most common are 
crinkly leaf , adherence, chlorophyll characters, zigzag culms , 
lobed leaves, endosperm defe cts, io jap striped leaves, z ebra 
striped leaves and many others .  Two of the s ets of  duplicate 
plants which we selected had similar characters to crinkly 
leaves and adherence . The latter we called rolled tops . 
Kempton ( 1 8 )as sumes that adherence is a simple mendelian 
character recessive to  normal . 
Emers on ( 1 3 )  thinks that crinkly leaf is also a simple 
mendelian character reces sive t o  normal. 
Vfo found n o  correlations existing in the relative a.mounts 
of  elements abs orbed by the plants withing each set. However , 
vre did find that Stalk No . 4, Table lifo. 8, he.d a much higher 
ash percentage content than did these others �nd also  a great 
deal higher than in the normal plants . But whether o r  not 
these herite.ble characters are in any way ass o ciated with rot 
diseases of corn or higher ash content is not known. Much ex­
tensive work will be necessary before any c orrelations of thi s 
nature can be made . 
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Selective Power of Plants 
It has been kn.own for some time that different plants · 
have different selective powers. This is not  only true for 
nor-fllal plants , but s e9ms to be also true in the pl.ants select­
ed for disease and other abnormalities . In the n ormal plants 
selected for the same  characters there is a wide variation in 
. , 
the a.mou..'1t of ash as v,rell as  in the o ther elements. No tvto 
plants  have the same a.mount of ash or of any other element . 
There is also a variat i on in  the distribution of these ele-
men ts in the nodes and .internodes of each plant . 
In the eleven . groups of abn ormal duplicate plants wh ich 
were selected. for the same characters no plants within the 
same group have any correlation in the ash constituents . In 
s ome cases the variation is much greater than within the nor-
mal plants .  Some of the abnormal plants selected for ent ire­
ly different charact,ers seem to be m ore closely related as .far 
as the ash const i tuents are concern ed . Wh.en  plac ing all ab- ; 
normal plants in  1:me . group there is . a greater :variati on ·  in the 
ash and other el ements determined ·than in the normal plants . 
However, this might be due to the fact that more abnormal 
plants than n ormal plant� were analyzed. 
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Sumraary · . 
Norm.al corn plants have different selective powers for 
the various ash constituents . No two plants seem to have any 
correlation in the distribution of elements absorbed. 
Abnormal corn plants which were selected for similar 
characters also show a marked difference in their selective 
povrers . 
·Abnormal corn p�ants have a higher average percentage of 
ash than do the normal _ planta ! 
Abnormal corn plants aontain a much higher average per­
centage of iron , aluminum and potassium than do the normals. 
lformal corn plants contain a higher average · percentage of 
phosphorus ' calciur.a and silica than do the abnormals. 
; When grouping all abnormal plants no large accumulations 
of iron or aluminum or .other elemen_ts wer e found in any par­
ticular portion of the plants . However, when observing indiv­
idual abnormal plants large accumulations are f�und in certain 
nodes and internodes which do not seem to be correlated with 
any particular character found in the plant . 
Discolored nodes and internodes in plants apparently af-
fected with rots do not seem to be correlated in any way with 
a higher percentage of iron. or alu.mimun. _ ;  
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Table No . 26 
Difference in the Relative Distribution of Elements on a 
Percentage Basis in the Nodes and Internodes of Normal and 
Abnor.mal Corn Stalks . 
Note. N. indicates Normals ,  Ab, Abnormals, and Diff . ,  
Difference .  
Inter- Ash Distribution : Inter- Silica Distribution 
nocl.e Di ff . :node Diff . 
No . N .  Ab , N .  Ab . :No . N .  Ab . l\f. Ab . 
12 4 . 1 6  4 . 51 . 35 : 1 2  . 420 . 67 6  • 25-6 , 
11 3 . 35 4 . 41 1 . 06 : 1 1  . 618 . 852  . 234  
10 3 . 64 4 . 26 . 62 : 10 . 7 76  . 6 94 . 082 
9 3 . 48 4 . 26 . 78 : : 9 . ? 03 . 790  . 087 
8 3 . ?0  4 . 64 .: 94 : 8  . 457 .. .  682 . 225 
7 2 . 88 4 . 42 1 . 54 : 7  . 64? . 630  • 01'7 
6 2 . 74 4 . 56 1 . 8 2  :. 6 . 548 . 55 1'"/ . 009 
5 3 . 69 4 . 53 . 84 : 5  . 384 . 520 . 136  
4 :3 . 05 4 . 80 1 . 7 5 :4  . 392 . 4 53 . 061 
3 2 . 94 5 . 60 2 . 56 ; 3 . 356 . 434 . 078 
2 3 . 29 5 .  ?8 2 . 49 : 2  . 359  . 466  . 097 
l 3 . 41 5 . 01 1 . 6 0  : 1  . 254 . 580 . 326 
Ave . 
3 . 96 4 .  72 }. .p6 . 492 • .  6.11 • J.1.9 
Mode Diff . Node Diff . 
Mo . l:T . Ab. N. Ab . :No . 'r,- Ab. N .  Ab � .  . 
12 8 . 07 6 . 38 1 . 69 : 12 2 . 328 �- . 537 1 .  791 
11 7 . 12 7 . 11 . 01 : 11 1 . 421 . ?37  . 684  
10  6 . 45 7 . 02 . 5 7 : 10 . 5 72 . 66 2  • 09 
g 6 . 88 6 . 38 . 5 0 : 9  . 5 67  . 70 5  . 1 :: 
8 5 . 63 6 . 74 1 . 11 : 8  . 88 6  . 398 . 488 
7 4 . 53 5 . 91 1 . 5 6  : 7  .. 246 . 5 38 . 2' 
6 4 . 76 6 . 4 2 1 . 66 : 6  . 634 . 412 . 21 2  
5 5 . 88 6 . 64 . 66 : 5  . 6 62 . 389 . 273 
4 4 . 44 6 . 65 2 . 21 : 4  . 909  . 361 . 548 
3 6 . 37 6 . 98 . 61 : 3  . 247 . 33 3  • Ot. 
2 4 . 38 6 . 14 1 . 76 : 2  . 528 . 31 6  . 212 
1 3 . 66 5 . 73 2 . 07 : 1  . 4 34 . 384 . 11 9  
Total 
Ave . 5 . 66 6 . 50 . 84 . 785 . 45 9  0 326 
� 
5'4 
Table No . 27 
Diff erences in the Relative Distribution of Elements on a 
Perc entage Ba.s is in the Nodes and Internodes  of Normal and 
Abno rmal Co rn Stalks . 
Note :.· 1,r. indicates lformals ; Ab . Abnormals , and Diff . Difference 
Inter- Pho sphorus Dis.tribution : Inter- Iro,n Distribution 
no de Dif:f , :no d e  Diff . 
No . N. Ab. N.  Af>. :No .  N. Ab. N. Ab. 
12 . . 186  . 099 , 087 . 12 . . 037 . 081 • 044 • 
11 . . 19 9  , 105 , 094 . 11 . , 044 . 111 . 067 • 
10 . .. 088 . 082 • 005 . 10 . , 030 . , 057 . 037 • 
9 .  . 105 . 084 . 021 . 9 .  . 033 . 082 • 049 • 
a. • 085 . 09 9  .. 014 : a .  . 02 6  . 06l , 035 
7 .  . 069 . 093  . 024 : 7 ,  . 023 · , 042 , 019 
6 ,  . 059 . 081  . 022 : 6 .  , 020 , 039 , 019 
5 ,  . 056 . 08 6  . 030 : 5 ,  . 017 , 030 • 013 
4 ,  . 050 . 068 . 018 : 4 .  , 018 , 029 . 011 
3 ,  .. 041 • 064 . 023 : 3 .  , 014 . 033 , 019 
2 ,  , 088 . 059 . 029  .. 2 ,  . 016  , 034 . 019 • 
1 .  • 047 . 072 . 0 25 : 1 . . 031  . 055 . 024 
To tal 
Av:e .• � . 089 , 082 . 007  • -�025 .. 055 • -· 030 . 
Node No . :Nod e lifo . 
12 . , 472 . 211 . 261 12 , 287 , 344 . 05? 
1 1 . . 211 . 18 7  , 024 • 11. . 306  , 423 . 117 • 
10 . , 185 . 157  . 028 . l.O • • 3 93 .. 285 . 108 • 
9 .  , 289 , 20 9  . oao 9 ,  . 424 . 300 , 124 
8 ,  , 311 , 1'76 . l.35 .. 8 ,  , 139 . 233 . 094 . 
7 .  , 254 . 220 . 034 . 7 .  . 111 , 186 , 075 . 
6 .  . 224 . 190  . 034 .. 6 ,  , 09 7  , . 193 , 096 .. 
5 .  . 169 , 203 • 034 :: 5 . 079 . 122  .. 043 
4 .  . 109 , l.84 .. 075 : 4 .  . 068 . 110 .. 042 
3 .  , 163 . 160 • 003 . 3 ,  . 047 . 096 . 049 .. ., 
2 .  . 086 . 138 . 052 : 2 . . 056  . 099  • 043 
1 .  . 06 9  . 090· . 021 : l ,  . 069  . 111 , 042 
Total . 
Aye .  1§ , 2).1 . 1.7,7 , 034 .. • l.73 . 208 . 035 • 
Table No . 28 
Difference in the Relative Distribution of Element s  on a 
Percentage Basis in t he Nodes and Internodes of !formal an.d 
Abnormal Corn Stalks. 
Note. N .  indicates Norrnals, Ab . ,  Abnorrnals , and Diff. , 
Difference. 
Inter .. Aluminum Distribution : Inter- Calciurn Distribution 
node Diff . : node Diff . 
Mo , N .  Ab . N .  Ab , :No. N .  Ab . 1-T . Ab .. 
12 , 175 . 080 . 0 75  : 12 . 05?  . 043 . 014 
11 . 35 7  . 1 31 . 226  : 11 . 102 : 056 . 046  
10 . 1 98 . 181 . 01 7  : 10 . 0 '/3 . 041 . 0 32 
9 . 129  . 14? . 018  : 9  . 056 . 046 . 010 
8 . 1 30 . 120  . 010 : 8  . 044 . 031 . 01 3  
7 , 13 5  . 146 . 011 : 7 . 029 . 032 . 003  
6 . 1 78 . . 191 . 013  : 6  . 035 . 0 38 . 003  
5 .. 200 . 114  : 5  . 022 . 0 39 . 01'"/ 
4 . 130  , 1 7 9  .049 : 4  . 018 . 0 32 . 014 
3 . 130  . 212 . 082 : 3  . 030 . 041 . 011 
2 . 100 .186  . 08 6  : 2  . 058 . 064 . 00 6  
1 . 16 7  . 224 .057 _:J. . 071  . 0 70 . 001 
Ave .% 
. 
.00 7  , 159  . 166  . . 04 9  . 044 .005 . 
'.l'otal . . 
Node Diff . :Node Diff . 
1fo .  N .  Ab . N .  Ab . :Uo. lL Ab. N .  Ab . 
12 . 7 37 . 367  . 37 0  : 1 2  . 3?2 . 27 7  . 095 
11 . 398 . 537  . 139 : 11 . 6 72 . 324 . 348 
10 . 304 . 323 . 019 : 1 0  . 4 9 7  . 234 . 26 3  
9 . 4 31 . 6 7 7  . 246 : 9  . 333 . 295 . 038 
8 . 29 6  . 540  . 244 : 8  . 194 . 193  . 001  
7 . 326 . 603 . 27 7  : 7  . 1 79 . 14 4  . 035 
6 . 24 0  . 75 7  . 51 7  : 6  . 131 . 11 7  . 014 
5 . 296 . 57 2  . 27 6  : 5  . 104 . 11 2  . 008 
4 . 10 7  . 537 . 430 : 4  .. 113 . 121 . 009  
3 . 219  . 535 . 31 6  : 3  . 1 0 7  . 11 1  . 004 
2 . 202 . 389  . 18 7  : 2  . 138 . 119 . 018 
1 . 16 7  . 31 6  . 149  : 1  . 11 3  . 10 7  . 00 6  
Ave . % • 3i0 . 512  . 202 . 24 6  . 178 . 068 
Total 
56 
Table ]To . 29  
Difference i n  the Relative Di stribution o f  Element,s o n  a 
Perc entage :Bas is  in the J:fodes and Interno,des of J:.rormal and 
Abnormal Corn Plant s .  




Po tassium Distribution 
12 . 
1 1 .  
10 . 
9 .  
8 ,  
? .  
6 .  
5 .  
4 .  
3 .  
2 .  



















9 ,  
a .  
? .  
6 .  
5 ,  
4 ,  
3 ,  
2 .  
L 
No . N. 
, 42 6  
. 207  
1 , 036 
1 , 031 
. 296 
, 895  
l . 347 
, 525  
1 . 2 00 











, 576  






l . 182 
1 , 491 
l , 4 59 
1 . 401 
1 . 480 
1. . 400 
l , 254 
1 , 205 
1. 0,97 
1 , 3 06 
. 824 
, 9 62 










. ; • 
. 52 9  
. 054 : . . 
. 550 : 
. 317 : 
• . 
. 33 2 : 




. 167 : . . 
. 205 : 
• . 
Ab. : 
. 75 6 : 
l , 284 : 
, 423 
. 370 t 
1 . 1.84 : 
. 605 : 
, 680 . . 
, 85 6  
. 0 96 : 
. 657  : .. • 
. 553 : 
Character of Mother Ears__ 
�other:% . · ·:·stand : Yi eld: -· . :Typ
4
e o f : 
ste.J.1( '.:rro ,  :No . : Ear Mo.: Germ- : in : :per :Ve,riety :kernels :Remarks 
1io ·  • • : : inati on : fi eld : acre  : : : 
,.---hf-;13 :22 : 10 0- : 9i". l  : 23 . 8  : yellow ':medliun :D is co"i"or"ed  r ed· 
p. ; : : : : : : rough : brown at t ip s . 
: 8 :11  Sel e c te d  from Wes t  farm. 
,]..!\ :8  : 21 Sel e c ted  from Wes t  fa.rm . 
1D :8 : 5 : 22 : 100  : 91 . l  : 23 . 8 : yellow :medium 
2 • : : rough 
' t ' ' • • • • • . . . .. . 
()A :8 : 16 : 22 : 100  : 91 . 1 :23 . 8  : yellow :medium 










/�· . . : . . 
: 7  : 35 : 20 . . 
: 7 
. . 
: 1 5  . . . . 
: 13 : 38 . . . . 
:13 : 21 . . . . 
: 9 7  : 26 . 
: 97 : 31  . . 
: J.21 : 28 . . . . 
: 121 : 35 . . . . 
: 112 : 42 
: 112 : 41  
: 117 : 6  . . 
. . 
: 20 . .  • 
: 32 . . 
: 32 . . 
: 208 . . 
: 208 
: 243 . . 
: 243  
: 232 
: 232 
: 239 . . 
8A : :117 : 29  : 239  
9 · : 98 : 31 . . 
: . . 
9A .· : 98 : 34 
10 : 8 7  
. . 
: 23 . . 
lOA :8'7 : 24 





: 90  : 32 
: 67 : 35 
: 53 : 3  . . 
. . 
: 210  . 
: 210  . . 
: 190  
: 190 
: 177 




8 7 . 5  
8 7  .5  
: 100 . . 
: 1 00 
. 
37 . 5  
37 . 5  
: 100  . . 
: 100 . . 
: 100  
: 100 
. . 
8 7 . 5  
8 7 . 5  
: 100  . . 
: 100 . . 
: 100 . . 
: 100  . . 
: 62 . 5  
: 100 . . 
: l.00 
: 100 
. . . . . . 
: 97 . 7 : 34 � 7 : yellow . . . . 
: 9 7 . 7  : 34 . 7  : yellow 
: 91 . 1  
. . 








: rough . . . . . . 
: 91 . 1  : 25 . 1  : yellow : rough . . . . . 
: 62 . 2  : 14 . 7  : yellow . . . . . . 
: 62 . 2  : 14 , 7  : yellow . 
: 88 . 8  : 15 . 0  : yellow . . . . 
: 88 . 8  : 15 . 0  :yellow . . . 
: 84 . 4  : 17 . 7  
: 84 . 4  : 17 . 7  





: 82 . 2  : 22 . 0  : yellow . . . . 
: 77 . 7  : 1 7 . 8  : yellow . . . . . . 
: 7 7 , 7  : 1 7 , 8  : yellow . . . . . . 
: 82 . 2  : 26 . 4 :white 
: 82 . 2  : 26 . 4  :whit e  . . . . 
: 68 . 6  : 13 . 6  : yellow 
: 8� . 4  : 18 . 3  : yellow . . . 
: 93�3 : 26 . 7  : yell ow 


























: r ough 
: medium 
: r ough 
: rough 
� vontribut ed by Dr . A .  N .  Hume , Agronomy Department • 
. 5'13 
. . 
:Dis colored r eddi 
:br own attached t 
: tips . 
:Disco lored r eddi 
: brown attached t 
: t ips . 
:Kernels shrunken 
: outs ide moulds . 
: Kernels shrunken 
: outs ide moulds . 
: Bli s tered and 
: discolored 
:Bl is tered and 
; discolored 
:Marrow space . 
:Narrow &)?ace . 
. . 
:Kernels 
: at tip . 
:Kernels 
: at tip . 
shr ivel e� 
shrivel e; 
:Kernels dis c olor� 
: r ow spac e  narrow . 
. . 
:Apparently de ep 
· :  s tarch caps . 
: Ke rnel s broad and� 
: thi ck . 
cllf!,racter of Plants S�lected at Different Stages of Growth 
1 : 8 ]). : 8 : 
1.13 : 8 : 
8 : IJ : 







7 : 35  
3A : . . 
7 : : 15 
. . 






: 12 weeks : Character 
old : selected fo r . • 
small : small small .. • small 
Selected from West  Farm . . . . 
It 
vigorous : 
small . . 










: top leaning : 








leaning : : vigorou s : top leaning : 








4 : 13 
4A : 13 
38 : vigorous : 
21 small 
small :ro lled top :rolled top 
vigorous : small : . 
small : top ro lled : rolled to p 
: small : smut on : 
rolled top 
ro,lled top 
. . . 
. .  . . 
: : plant : 
5 :97 26 : vigo rous : vigorous : top weak : bro·ken top 
:vigorous : 
broken top 
5A : 97 31 : turning 
: yellow 
small 
: small yellow+top weak : broken top broken to p 
: small : 
6 :121 : 28 
: ish 
small .. . small small : leaning to p 
leaning top "· 
leaning top 
. . . • 
6A :121 :  35 : top ro lled : 
? 
. • 
:112 : 42 .. . 






: top. leaning : top leaning 
: leaves ro ll+lea.ves : 
: ed : rolled : 
: top leaning 
: cr�nkly�'. .- ;;-








: crinkly : 





leaves . • 
8 : 117 : 6 small .. . small 
vigorous 
: premature: smutty and 
: smutty : barren 
: barren : . .  . . 
. . .. • : to p  rolled . . . . 
BA. :11? : 29 : small . .  . . small 
vigorous 
: top rolled : premature : 
: smut.:ty : 
: barren : 
: smu t on : 
: plant : 
smutty and 
barren . . . . 
. . 
9 98 : 31  : vigorous : yellow , s treak- yellow 
: ed leaves : streake4 , 
smut on 









98 : 34 leaves : yallowish, 
: Durning : vigoro us 
: yellow : 
87 : 23 : : leaves : : sma1i, 
: : reddish : reddi sh 
8? : 24 vigorous :vigoro us . . .. .. 
77 : 37 : vigorous 
. . . . 
90 : 32 : small . . 
. . . . 
:yellow 
: streaked 
: leaves  
small 
: : ,veak. � .. . 
yellowish : smut on 
: plant 
: smut on 




. . . • 
: small 
: rusted 
: crinkly � 
: leaves 
: rus ty : 
: small ;yabw : smut on : 
: s treaks:' : plant, : 
: :barren : 
rust an 
leaves a.ndatalk 
rus t' ·on 
leaves and 
s ta lk 
barren 
: small : plant leaning : barren 
: barren : 
67 : 35 vigorous 
!'i?i � � • c,,..,..,, 1 1  
vigorous : vigorous :weak shank : broken 
: weak shank : bro khn 
shank 
shank lee..:ning : c rinkly 
� �� �-S�9���, � ��. � � � � � � � � � � � � � �  
